Qinsight – Critical Support for Education

Qinsight™ has become known as an essential resource for researchers. But, did you know that Qinsight is the ideal solution for students as well? Here are just a few of the reasons why.

- Qinsight gets students to the right information, right away. Students are more likely to get mired in the long lists of results from traditional tools that are littered with irrelevant articles.

- Qinsight uses concept-based discovery. Students looking for information probably do not know all the alternative names for a disease, gene, or other concept. And, doing complicated Boolean queries is often a challenge anyway. With Qinsight finding all the different names automatically, the student discovers more.

- Qinsight understands natural language queries, “What diseases are associated with arsenic?” This means students ask questions and get answers. This ability is essential as students work on reports in areas new to them.

- Qinsight shows exactly why a result is relevant to the query. Students can see immediately the points in the papers, so they can quickly decide which articles they need to read.

- Qinsight provides students a much more natural way to explore results through the Key Concepts and visual analytics. This leads to the Aha! moments that excite students.

- Qinsight has a built-in Journal Club function. This allows a professor to engage a class or lab group in a discussion about a paper of interest. And, as the discussion leads a student to new questions, they can immediately carry out the additional searching needed.